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are now available to produce a sensor node whose volume is
limited in few cubic centimeters [2].
Sensor nodes through the collaborative effort send many
kinds of the environment information to the remote sink. After
sink aggregating and computing data, sink will convey data to
external network by way of Internet or satellite network. It is
not easy to supply large power to sensor node because the
battery is restricted on the nodes volume and it does not have
the problem in MANETs. For above-mentioned reasons, a lot
of routing protocols are purposed to improve the power
consumption in wireless sensor networks [8, 9].
Network lifetime can be defined as the time elapsed
from the network operation starts until the first node (or the
last node) in the network depletes its energy (dies). Energy
consumption in a node can be due to either ―useful‖ or
―wasteful‖ operations. The useful energy consumption
includes transmitting or receiving data messages, and
processing query requests. On the other hand, the wasteful
consumption can be due to overhearing, retransmitting
because of harsh environment, dealing with the redundant
broadcast overhead messages, as well as idle listening to the
media. In order to save the transmission power, clustering [5,
6], and multi-hop transmission techniques can be used.
Adjacent sensors may sense the same data and therefore the
data gathering can reduce the redundant data collection.
Sensors close to each other in the network can be grouped into
clusters and data obtained from sensors in the same cluster are
aggregated and then reported to the base station (BS), data
report to the BS can be performed by single hop or multi-hop
transmission.

Abstract— WSN consisting of a large number of small sensors
with low-power transceivers can be an effective tool
for gathering data in a variety of environments. As sensor
nodes are deployed in sensing field, they can help people to
monitor and aggregate data. Researchers also try to find
more efficient ways of utilizing limited energy of sensor node
in order to give longer life time of WSNs. Network lifetime,
scalability, and load balancing are important requirements
for many data gathering sensor network applications.
Therefore, many protocols are introduced for better
performance. In the available literature, multi-hop routing
protocol is well known for power saving in data gathering [5].
Researchers have used such types of the cluster-based (e.g.,
LEACH, EERP), the chain-based (e.g. PEGASIS) and the
tree-based (e.g. TREEPSI) to establish their energy-efficient
routing protocols. In this paper, we propose an improved
version which uses both cluster and tree based protocols. The
proposed protocol improves the power consumption by
improving FND.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Advances in sensor technology, low-power electronics, and
low-power radio frequency (RF) design have enabled the
development of small, relatively inexpensive and low-power
sensors, called micro sensors, which can be connected via a
wireless network [1, 2, 3]. These sensor nodes (or simply
nodes) are usually deployed randomly and densely in hostile
environment. They collaborate to observe the surroundings and
send the information back to the network manager (or base
station) when abnormal events occur. For example, sensor
networks can play an essential role in emergency situation such
as fires, building collapses or extreme weather phenomena
[6].
Since battery replacement is not an option for networks
with thousands of physically embedded nodes, an efficient
energy saving protocol is required to prolong the sensor
network lifetime. Generally speaking, more the sensors close
to circumstance, the more sensed information is precise when
sensor are sensing events. For this reason, sensor nodes
always are disposed plenty and densely in the sensing field.
This is also why the traditionally expensive macro-sensor
cannot achieve the goals. A growing number of technologies

i) Overview of WSN
A. Features and Requirement
Application specific wireless sensor networks consist of
hundreds to thousands of low-power multi-functioning sensor
nodes, operating in an unattended environment, with limited
computational and sensing capabilities, they demand
following requirements [1].
 A sensor node should be inexpensive.
 Data gathering protocol should be efficient enough to
give longer life to the network.
 Nodes should be able to form a network automatically
without any external configuration.
 Sensor nodes should be able to work together and
aggregate their data in a meaningful way.
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B. System Architecture
A sensor network can, in practice, be composed of tens to
thousands of sensor nodes which are
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distributed
in
a
wide
area.
These nodes form a network by communicating with each
other either directly or through other nodes. One or more nodes
among them will communicate with the user through the Base
Station (BS), either directly or through the existing wired
networks. Fig.1 shows a typical architecture of a sensor
network in which sensor nodes are shown as small circles.
Each sensor node typically consists of the five components [1]
such as sensor unit, analog digital converter (ADC), central
processing unit (CPU), power unit, and communication unit.
ADC is a translator that tells the CPU what the sensor unit has
sensed, and also informs the sensor unit what to do.
Communication unit’s task is to receive command or query
from, and transmit data from CPU to outside world. CPU is the
most complex unit. It interprets the command or query to
ADC, monitors and controls power if necessary, processes
received data, computes the next hop to the sink, etc. There
may be many other application specific components beside
these. Like in LEACH [5] and PEGASIS [7], we also use first
order radio model for message transmission and reception. In
this model, a radio dissipates Eelec = 50 nJ/bit to run the
transmitter or receiver circuitry and Єamp = 100 pJ/bit/m2 for
the transmitter amplifier. The radios have power control and
can expend the minimum required energy to reach the intended
recipients.

Receiving:
Erx(k) = Erx – elec(k) ………………………………(3)
Erx(k)=Eelec  k …………………………………… (4)
Data reception is also a high cost operation, therefore, the
number of receptions and transmissions should be minimal to
reduce the energy cost of an application. It is assumed that the
radio channel is symmetric, so that the energy required to
transmit a message from node i to node j is the same as the
energy required to transmit a message from to node j to node i
for a given signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In addition to these, we
assume a cost of 5nJ/bit/message for data fusion in receiver.
II. RELATED WORK
In general, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) can gather
the sensed information by hundreds or even thousands of
sensing nodes and transmit them to the sink. It uses the easiest
way that sensor nodes transmit the sensed data to sink directly.
Using this way is very simple, but it will have a serious
problem. When a farther sensor node transmits the data, it
will spend more energy than the closer one. Therefore, it is
desirable to make these nodes as energy-efficient as possible
and to rely on their large numbers in order to obtain high
quality results. Likewise, the sensor network routing
protocols must be designed to achieve fault tolerance in
the presence of individual node failures while also
minimizing
energy consumption. Moreover, since the
limited wireless channel bandwidth must be shared by all the
sensors
in
the
network,
routing protocols for these networks should be able to
perform local collaborations in order to reduce the
bandwidth requirements. Eventually, the data being sensed by
the nodes in the network must be transmitted to a control
center (i.e., the sink) or base station where the end sensor
nodes can access the data. At present, there are many
routing methods in the wireless sensor networks [8, 9].The
primary three types will be introduced as following Table 1.

[Fig.1. Architecture of WSN]

[Table-1: Comparison of Protocol Type]

The radios can be turned off to avoid receiving unintended
transmissions. An r2 energy loss is used due to channel
transmission.
The
equations
used
to
calculate
transmission and reception costs for a k-bit message and a
distance d are as below:
Transmitting:

A. Leach
In [5], authors proposed a Low-Energy Adaptive clustering
Hierarchy (LEACH) protocol. LEACH is representative
cluster-based of routing protocols. It is also the first proposed
in wireless sensor network and can reduce power
consumption on avoiding the communication directly
between sink and sensor nodes. In a sensor field, sensor node
senses data and sends data to the sink that called ―round‖.
The working procedure for LEACH will be finished in a round.
Before gathering the sensed data at each round,

E tx (k, d) = E tx – elec (k) + E tx – amp (k, d) ………..(1)
E tx (k, d) = E elec  k + єamp  k d 2 ………… …….. (2)
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the huge number of sensor nodes will divide into several
clusters and choose a cluster head randomly by self
organization. Each cluster head is in charge of gather the
sensed data from the sensor nodes in the cluster.

The two end-point of the chain will start send sensed data to
the parent’s nodes for forwarding data to the chain head. All
the nodes in the chain only transmit data to its neighbor. Each
edge only sends or receives data one time. In [6], after the
chain head received the two children nodes, it will aggregate
the data and transmit the collecting data to sink directly.
C. Treepsi
In [4], authors proposed a Tree-based Efficient Protocol for
Sensor Information (TREEPSI). TREEPSI is tree-based
protocol that is different from abovementioned protocols.
Before data transmission phase, WSNs will select a root node
in all the sensor nodes. Set the root identify id=j. There are
two ways to build the tree path. One is computing the path
centrally by sink and broadcasting the path information to
network. The other can be the same tree structure locally by
using a common algorithm in each node. At the initial phase,
root will create data gathering process to the children nodes
using any standard tree traversal algorithm. The go into the
data transmission phase after building the tree. All the leaf
nodes will start sending the sensed data towards their parent
nodes. The parent nodes will collect the received data with
their own data. Then send the collected data to their parent.
The transmission process will be repeated until all the
received by the root node. After root node aggregating
data, it send collecting data to sink directly. The process
will go around until the root node dead. WSN will re-select a
new root node. Root id number would be j+1. Then do the
initial phase again like above. The tree path will not change
until the root node dead. TREEPSI and PEGASIS are using
the same way to transmit data from leaf node to chain/root
head.
The length of path form end leaf node to root/chain node
in TREEPSI is shorter than PEGASIS. The data will not send
data for a long path. For this reason, TREEPSI can reduce
power consumption less in data transmission than PEGASIS.
The TREEPSSI has better performance about 30% than
PEGASIS. It still has a problem that restriction on the binary
tree algorithm, the path has made a detour in the topology. In
table 2, we compare the scenario of the above discussed
protocol.

[Figure-2: Round of Leach]
The cluster head will aggregate the received data, and
then send to the sink directly. After sink received all the data
from cluster heads, a round will be ending. There are two
phases in each round about LEACH, Setup phase and
Steady-state phase.
This phase consists of two major steps: cluster formation
and cluster head selection. Once the base station forms the
primal clusters, they will not change much because all sensor
nodes are immobile, whereas the selected cluster head in the
same cluster may be different in each round. During the first
round, the base station first splits the network into two sub
clusters, and proceeds further by splitting the sub clusters into
smaller clusters. The base station repeats the cluster splitting
process until the desired number of clusters is attained. When
the splitting algorithm is completed, the base station will
select a cluster head for each cluster according to the location
information of the nodes. For a node to be a cluster head, it has
to locate at the center of a cluster. Once a
node is selected to be a cluster head, it broadcasts a message
in the network and invites the other nodes to join its cluster.
The other nodes will choose their own cluster heads and send
join messages according to the power of the many received
broadcast messages. When the cluster head receives the join
message from its neighbor node, it assigns the node a time slot
to transmit data.
When the first round is over and the primal cluster
topology is formed, the base station is no longer responsible
for selecting the cluster head. The task of cluster formation is
shifted from the base station to the sensor nodes. The decision
to become a new cluster head is made locally within each
cluster based on the node’s weight value.

[Table-2: Comparison of Scenarios]

B. Pegasis
In [6, 7], authors proposed a Power-Efficient Gathering
in Sensor Information Systems (PEGASIS). PEGASIS is
based on chain-based protocol and differ from LEACH.
This proposal is building all sensor nodes to form a chain
according to Greedy algorithm that the sum of edges must be
minimum in wireless sensor networks. At the initial phase
before each round, they must choose a chain head. The N
represents the number of nodes and all the nodes use the
natural number from 1 to N. Then WSNs utilize the i = j mod
N to choose chain head. If it is equal to zero, then choose N.

III. PROPOSED EFFICIENT PROTOCOL
As in the above-mentioned section, the energy efficiency in
tree-based protocol like TREEPSI is better than cluster based
and chain-based protocol. If some sensor nodes send data to
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the sink, this information of nodes will make a detour. Thus,
that will cause more power dissipation in data gathering. This
situation is happened as building the binary tree paths,
especially when the sensor field is large and the numbers of
sensor nodes are large. In order to improve the reduction of
power dissipation, we propose a novel protocol to combine
the cluster-based and tree-based protocol to improve it. In the
following, we will describe the deployment and method of the
protocol. And the first we can see the flow chart of protocol
clearly as Figure 3. According to reference above-mentioned
routing protocols, the network assumptions can be initiated as
follows [4, 5, and 6].
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

in the sink at the initial state as nodes were deployed. The
other is that sink broadcast whole network, and then
received the back message form sensor nodes.
A. Cluster Establishment
Setup Phase:
This phase consists of two major steps: cluster formation
and cluster head selection. Once the base station forms the
primal clusters, they will not change much because all sensor
nodes are immobile, whereas the selected cluster head in the
same cluster may be different in each round. During the first
round, the base station first splits the network into two sub
clusters, and proceeds further by splitting the sub clusters
into smaller clusters.

Each node or sink has ability to transmit message
to any other node and sink directly.
Each sensor node has radio power control node
can tune the magnitude according to the
transmission distance.
Each sensor node has the same initial power in
WSNs.
Each sensor node has location information.
Every sensor nodes are fixed after they were
deployed.
WSNs would not be maintained by humans.
Every sensor nodes have the same process
and communication ability in WSNs, and they play
the same role.
Wireless sensor nodes are deployed densely and
randomly in sensor field.

Neighbor
id

Residual
Energy

Distance

Distance
to BS

State

Weight

[Figure-4: Neighbor table information]
The base station repeats the cluster splitting process until
the desired number of clusters is attained. When the splitting
algorithm is completed, the base station will select a cluster
head for each cluster according to the location information of
the nodes.

[Figure-5: Extended Round Of Table]
For a node to be a cluster head, it has to locate at the center
of a cluster. Once a node is selected to be a cluster
head, it broadcasts a message in the network and invites the
other nodes to join its cluster. The other nodes will choose
their own cluster heads and send join messages according to
the power of the many received broadcast messages. When
the cluster head receives the join message from its neighbor
node, it assigns the node a time slot to transmit data. When the
first round is over and the primal cluster topology is formed,
the base station is no longer responsible for selecting the
cluster head. The task of cluster formation is shifted from the
base station to the sensor nodes. The decision to become a new
cluster head is made locally within each cluster based on the
node’s weight value. The pseudo code for all operation is
given below:

[Figure-3: Flow Chart of Proposed Protocol]
Sink could get the whole location and energy information
about sensor nodes by two or other manners. One is recorded
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improve evenness of dissipated network energy and the ability
of extending the life span of the network.
Our proposed method has several advantages in WSNs for
data gathering. It reduces power consumption on avoiding the
communication directly between sink and sensor nodes.
Use of threshold mechanism, also increase the number of
nodes alive, means it increase the network lifetime as compare
to others. It protected the parent node death slowly, because
each node has chances to be parent.
Our clustered-tree based data gathering protocol works on
two phases. With the help of first phase, we have maximized
the network life time by balancing the energy consumption of
nodes. And second phase we have reduced the
communication overhead by forming tree structure.

Initialize {
1. Base station: acquire the number of clusters N;
2. Split the network into N clusters;
3. Choose cluster head from each cluster;
4. Notify the node to be cluster head.}
Repeat :{
1. Node i: if (Receive the notify message from the base
station)
2. Work in cluster head mode;
3. If (Receive the broadcast message from cluster head
node)
4. Work in sensing mode.
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